
As mentioned above in connection with the Digital Identification Initiative, which was an 
early version of the Smart Initiatives Initiative, I was allowed to testify briefly before the 
“Speaker’s Commission on the California Initiative Process” on January 22, 2001.  My 
testimony was preceded by a presentation from Wally Baer, of the prestigious RAND 
Corporation think tank, who gave a reasonably fair and balanced account of using the 
Internet in the initiative process, and then concluded that doing so would be impossible 
and wrong.   

My remarks were followed by a rant from Dr. David Jefferson of the prestigious Compaq 
Computer Corporation and the “expert” guiding force behind California Secretary of 
State Bill Jones’ rejection of Internet voting.  Dr. Jefferson warned the Commission 
members that allowing the use of the Internet for initiative petition signing, as proposed 
by the Smart Initiatives Initiative, would mean that “Saddam Hussein would control the 
politics of California.”  A man ahead of his time, I guess. 

Testifying Before the  
“Speaker’s Commission on the California Initiative Process” 

  
To hear my testimony before the Speaker’s Commission on the California Initiative 
Process, click here:   
  

http://sfm.lpbn.org:8080/ramgen/smartinitiativesinsacramento012201.rm?usehostname 

  

An outline, and the complete text, of the remarks I prepared for the Speaker’s 
Commission on the California Initiative Process, along with an extended defense of the 
concept and an expose of the politics involved, are included, along with two additional 
texts regarding Smart Initiatives and two more related pieces, in The Smart Initiatives 
Reader, below. 
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To be delivered:  January 22, 2001 

  

1.         I’m Marc Strassman, founder and executive director of the Smart Initiatives 
Project.  I want to thank you for giving me a chance to talk to you today about Smart 
Initiatives. 

  

2.         Smart Initiatives, as Wally Baer has explained, involves the universal 
distribution of digital certificates to the citizenry and giving them the right to use these 
certificates to identify and authenticate themselves in the online signing of initiative and 
other official petitions. 

  

3.         I started this project because I wanted to eliminate the need to have or raise 
a million dollars to put an initiative on the ballot.  Of course, I needed to operate under 
the old system to create the new one.  I haven’t been able to raise a million dollars.  



Smart Initiatives as an initiative campaign will not succeed.  It’s up to this Commission, 
through its recommendations to Speaker Hertzberg, to bring the benefits of Smart 
Initiatives to the government and people of California. 

  

4.         Wally has done a good job of explaining how Smart Initiatives work.  I want 
to address four objections to SI, two political, two technical. 

  

5.         The political objections fall into two categories:  too much signing and not 
enough signing.  We can hope that none of SI’s critics are guilty of making both 
complaints. 

  

6.         Too much signing.  This objection holds that with initiative petitioning made so 
easy by Smart Initiatives, we’ll be flooded with meretricious and frivolous ballot 
measures.  Leaving aside the issue of whether such measures make it to the ballot already 
under the present system, I want to say that this fear is unrealistic.  People don’t sign 
initiative petitions because they’re there.  They sign them because they feel something 
needs to be done, or undone, and that the legislature isn’t doing it, or undoing it. 

  

            I believe that we are likely to get the same quantity of qualified initiatives under 
Smart Initiatives as we do under the current system.  The difference will be that the 
playing field for the collection of signatures will be much more level, allowing people 
and groups with good ideas and very little money the same chance to get their petition 
form in front of people as is now the case for people with good or bad ideas and a lot of 
money.  You can put an initiative petition in front of people, but you can’t make them 
sign, not unless they want to.  Putting initiatives on the Internet will not increase the need 
or desire of people to petition their government.  It will just make it easier for citizens and 
less expensive for proponents to participate in the initiative process. 

  

7.         Too little signing.  The Digital Divide is the second most common objection to 
Internet voting (after security) and it is the second most common objection to Smart 
Initiatives.  Leaving aside its validity as an obstacle in voting, it is not a very strong 
complaint in terms of initiatives.  First, under Smart Initiatives, any proponent who wants 
to circulate paper petitions can continue to do so.  Any citizen who wants to sign one 
can.  None of that is changed or eliminated under Smart Initiatives.  Secondly, we don’t 
really have now the kind of equitable access to petition signing that Smart Initiatives is 
supposed to eliminate or interfere with.  Some neighborhoods are targeted for signature 



gathering, while others aren’t.  Citizens living in untargeted areas are already denied 
equal access to the initiative process.  Under Smart Initiatives, initiative petition signing 
opportunities would be as close as their computer screens. 

  

            And if they don’t have a computer screen?  Smart Initiatives provides that 
every California adult would receive a smart card containing their digital certificate.  
People without computers could use publicly-available and publicly-financed computers 
at schools, libraries, mall kiosks, post offices and so on.  Ironically, letting people use 
their smart cards to sign petitions through kiosks at malls and post offices would allow 
them to do something they very often can’t under the existing arrangements, since many 
mall owners and the USPS as a whole have banned paper-and-ink petition gatherers from 
their premises.  It is, in fact, the exclusion of petition gatherers from these and most other 
public spaces under private ownership that makes it essential for the future viability of 
the initiative process itself that it be allowed to function in cyberspace, having been 
increasingly excluded from physical space. 

  

8.         Technical objection #1:  Malicious code.  The objection has been raised against 
Smart Initiatives that politically-oriented or just mischievous computer crackers will 
move in on Smart Initiatives, creating and distributing malicious software code that will 
penetrate millions of PCs and lie in wait to subvert the integrity of the initiative process 
by falsely signing petitions without the knowledge or consent of the machine owners, and 
also block the signing of petitions, again without letting the rightful owners of the digital 
certificates know. 

  

            If such a capability exists, its creator could make a lot more profit packaging it as 
a utility program to allow computer users to manage spam.  If such a capability exists, its 
creator could make a lot more money using it to fraudulently violate people’s bank and 
stock account trading programs.  If it does exist, and it was used to falsely send and 
fraudulently block properly-sent digitally signed petition forms, it could easily be 
overcome by having the operators of the servers being used to collect signatures send out 
a monthly, or weekly, or daily, report to everyone, thanking them for using the 
system and listing the petitions they’d signed, or telling them they hadn’t signed 
any. 

  

            Every user would thus have an easy way to detect if their computer had been 
compromised with malicious code and steps could immediately be taken to correct the 
fraudulent submissions or blockings and to hunt down and remove the malicious code 
and possibly the law-breaking crackers as well.   



  

            This approach involves an active defense by citizens and system operators against 
the unlawful violation of Smart Initiatives systems, a possibility not recognized by critics 
in their attacks on the idea of Smart Initiatives.  Just as Smart Initiatives’ proponents can 
actively defend it against its critics, so could the Smart Initiatives software and 
procedures organize to protect its operations from malicious code. 

  

9.         Technical objection #2:  The uselessness of digital certificates.  Critics of 
Smart Initiatives argue that it is not a viable proposition because the digital certificates 
needed to sustain it are too susceptible to compromise to offer sufficient protection to the 
process.  This is odd, given that the Secretary of State is on the public record lauding this 
technology as the wave of the future for the establishment of strong and secure 
transactions between citizens and the state.  Are digital certificates very useful in general, 
and only lose their power when used for initiative petition signing?  Are they good for 
banking, signing contracts, checking out fighter planes in the Air Force, and many other 
uses, but suddenly lose their value when applied to signing petitions online?  Or is a 
massive fraud being committed by certificate providers, governments, insurance 
companies, HMOs, and lawyers, all of whom stand to benefit by the use of digital 
certificates, but which has now finally been exposed at the moment the technology tried 
to overreach by applying itself to something with direct political impact?  These 
questions are rhetorical, but they need to be addressed. 

  

10.       On a more practical level, I want to mention one possible scenario for the 
establishment of a California Digital Authentication Authority (CDAA).  There are 
several functions involved in creating a universal and ubiquitous Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI) for California.  One intriguing way to divide these func tions up 
would be to have the Department of Motor Vehicles serve as the Certification Authority, 
in charge of checking the identities and issuing the digital certificates, the Office of the 
Secretary of State serve as the Authentication Authority, in charge of checking submitted 
forms to determine the validity of the claims made for the identity of their originators, 
and have the Department of Information Technology serve as the Directory Services 
Authority, to manage the computer operations necessary for the functioning of the 
system.  This would provide plenty of work for all these agencies and spread the 
responsibility around in a way that would make the overall system maximally secure. 

  

11.       Having, I hope, refuted the principal objections to Smart Initiatives, I want to 
briefly recount its benefits, beyond lowering costs to proponents, increasing convenience 
to signers, and lowering costs to the state and the counties for validating the signatures.  
These include:  the opening of vast new opportunities for taking government functions 



online, for expanding the use of e-government; expanding opportunities for e-commerce 
of all types; providing better security for distance learning, telecommuting, and 
telemedicine applications; letting parents access their children’s homework assignments; 
and opportunities and functionalities of types not yet conceivable, but real nevertheless. 

  

12.       Last week, the first prototype Smart Initiative System went online, became 
operational.  We’ve already given a few hundred people access to try out the system, 
using PC-based certificates.  We’d now like to offer every Commissioner the same 
opportunity, including the option of getting and using a smart card to sign some 
simulated initiatives from the comfort of your own home or office.  If you’d like to do 
that, please give my associate or me your name and e-mail address and we’ll make the 
arrangements for you to participate. 

  

13.    The State should appoint a Smart Initiatives Task Force as suggested by Mr. Baer 
to determine how to implement Smart Initiatives, with an emphasis on determining 
how much money would be saved through the creation of a universal system of 
digital identification for California and its ensuing use to enable e-government 
transactions at all levels.  Also to be studied is how much increased economic 
growth would result within the state from the implementation of this digital 
infrastructure. 

  

If desired, a more detailed study can also be made to corroborate the $200 million 
estimate now on the table for the start-up of Smart Initiatives. 

  

Finally, I propose that the State of California issue sufficient general-obligation 
bonds to pay for the implementation of Smart Initiatives and then pay them off 
with the money that will saved by state agencies in transacting official business, by 
providing secure access to value-added online information, and by charging holders 
of state-issued digital certificates for authentication services involved in e-
commerce transactions.  Once the Smart Initiative Bonds have been retired, these 
income streams can either go into the General Fund or be eliminated and these 
services be put on a pay-as-you go basis, with no more being charged for them than 
it costs to operate them. 

  

However the current energy crisis is resolved, it should be apparent that, in the 
future, we’ll need to use less energy and work more efficiently.  Providing an 



infrastructure that enables us to do business, get educated, and govern ourselves 
without traveling so much has to be a priority in a post-crisis future.  Smart 
Initiatives and its underlying system of universal PKI would be a good start towards 
the energy frugality that we all now realize has to be part of our future. 

  

14.       We all believe in the rule of law.  We all believe in a government of the people, 
by the people, and for the people.  Accordingly, we need to strengthen and perfect the 
initiative process that allows, from time to time, for these people to pass the laws that rule 
us. 

  

15.       I want to close with a more general comment.  The Internet has become a 
powerful tool for the distribution of information and, now, for marketing and sales.  It 
could also become a powerful tool for democratic self-governance, but only if citizens 
can unambiguously and authoritatively identify themselves with binding legal authority 
online.  I believe that digital certificate technology, properly applied, can give them, can 
give us, that ability.  Smart Initiatives is a first, maybe primitive, step towards creating 
such a system for online democracy.  But we all know the saying about long journeys and 
first steps.   

  

            Most of the progress made so far in building this brave new digital world has 
taken place in California.  For this Commission to recommend that we move forward as 
soon as possible to implement Smart Initiatives and the universal system of digital 
authentication that underlies it would be a powerful signal from the Western edge that we 
here intend to continue that evolution, even to accelerate it, and to see that these advances 
in technology are, even more than they have been previously, translated into substantial 
and enduring benefits for all our people. 

  

            Thank you. 
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            Members of the Commission: 

  

  

            When I wrote the Smart Initiatives Initiative last year, my primary goal was to 
bring about a little bit of campaign finance reform by eliminating the need to raise or 
have one million dollars to qualify an initiative for the ballot in California.  Of course, I 
had to qualify the Smart Initiatives Initiative under the old, legacy rules, and raise that 



million dollars myself.  Unfortunately, I couldn’t, and the Smart Initiatives Initiative must 
now rely on you if it’s to become law. 

  

            Before I list some of the reasons outside of the initiative process why the 
provisions of Smart Initiatives are good ideas, I want to address what is probably the 
most prominent criticism made of this proposal, namely, that letting people sign initiative 
petitions over the Internet will unleash of terrible flood of new initiatives that will swamp 
the process of representative democracy. 

  

            While it’s encouraging in some ways to hear this criticism, since it implies that 
there is a tremendous, pent-up desire on the part of Californians to sign initiatives, a 
desire that is being actively thwarted by busy schedules, restrictive mall owners, and a 
recalcitrant United States Postal Service.  Under this view of the situation, passing Smart 
Initiatives would lead to hundreds and hundreds of new initiatives on every possible 
subject, as certificate-mad citizens wildly sign every initiative that comes down the 
Information super-highway. 

  

            I think this is an unrealistic view.  Most of the time, the State Legislature reflects 
the will of the people and enacts it into law.  Sometimes, they don’t.  On the issues where 
the legislature is unwilling or unable to lead, citizens need to be able to legislate on their 
own behalf.  This is what initiatives are for. 

  

          The problem now is that with the decline of volunteerism and the rise of for-pay 
initiative circulation, regular citizens aren’t able to exercise their constitutional rights to 
legislate on their own in those situations where that is appropriate, unless they a lot of 
money. 

  

Viewed in classical economic terms, I believe that there is a more-or- less finite 
amount of demand for initiative petition signing opportunities among Californians.  By 
instituting Smart Initiatives, the supply of these opportunities will be drastically 
increased.  I believe that this change in “market conditions” will NOT lead to a drastic 
increase in the number of signings.  What it will do is lower the price of the transaction. 

  



What we will have, in short, is the same amount of signing, but at a lower cost, to 
the signers and to the county registrar of voters, who will be able to validate their 
signatures much more quickly, accurately and completely, and much less expensively. 

  

Other objections to Smart Initiatives come from those who worry it will allow for 
a Big Brotheresque invasion of our personal and business privacy.  Given the vast 
amount of information about our most intimate behavior already stored and accessible in 
commercial and private databases, and the general acquiescence is this situation, I really 
don’t understand how anyone can find fault in the creation of a system that, to the 
contrary, gives the individual citizen and each business unprecedented control over their 
own identities. 

  

I believe, in fact, that creating a system of universal digital identification using 
digital certificates and smart cards would do more than anything else possible to prevent 
the insidious and growing threat of identify theft for which policy-makers everywhere are 
eagerly seeking a solution.  If digital identification by means of digital certificates and 
smart smarts were to become routine for all important personal and commercial 
transactions, then maintaining the secrecy of one’s private key and carefully using it to 
authenticate oneself in these transactions would prevent the kind of “identify 
impersonation” that is causing so much suffering and inconvenience for so many these 
days. 

  

Having now debunked the threat of too many initiatives from the Smart Initiative 
process, and argued that this system could in fact drastically reduce the incidence of 
identity theft, I’d now like to mention some reasons, beyond the obvious, why Smart 
Initiatives will improve the accessibility of the initiative signing process.  As with the 
enclosure of the commons in England in the 18th century, private property owners of 
public spaces, like mall operators and the US Postal Service, have now effectively 
banned petition circulators from their locations.  This forces proponents to, ironically, use 
the US Postal Service to distribute petitions by mail, burning up more trees, oil, ink, and 
time.   

  

If petition circulation is going to vanish from public view, let’s at least use the 
latest technology to carry it out.  Otherwise, as initiative petition signature gathering 
becomes another form of junk mail, the advantage will remain with those individuals and 
groups who have or can raise the large sums of money required to spray the state with 
short form petitions and postage-paid return envelopes.  With Smart Initiatives, citizens 



visit a site and sign a petition at their own pace, and mail deliverers are spared the 
inconvenience of lugging around more wasted paper. 

  

Further, to the extent that proponents decide to persevere in physical space and 
ask people face-to-face to sign petitions, Smart Initiatives can provide equitable access to 
all potential signers, even if they live in areas where petition proponents choose, for 
whatever reason, not to collect signatures, or in those zip codes where their research has 
told them not many singers reside and where they consequently won’t even bother to 
saturate with bulk mail. 

  

These points about how Smart Initiatives increase access to the signing process should 
not be seen as contradicting my earlier points about not overwhelming the system with 
too many initiatives.  Under the model I’ve suggested, making it easier for everyone, and 
especially the petition-signing-challenged, to sign petitions online, will, I think, unleash 
unrealized desires to sign a certain number of petitions, but will not, as some fear, result 
in a flood of frivolous initiatives being qualified. 

  

Having addressed some worries and some possibilities involved with Smart 
Initiatives in terms of the initiative process itself, let me now turn to some areas outside 
of this process where I think the policies embodied in this proposal to provide every 
Californian with a digital certificate and a smart card will provide even more value. 

  

A system of universal digital identification and authentication, as established 
through the means set out in the Smart Initiatives Initiative, will: 

  

      1.   Enable e-government 

      2.   Enable a higher level of e-commerce 

      3.   Allow for secure daily or weekly polling by Assemblymembers and Senators that 
can be limited to their own constituents 

      4.   Allow online signing of campaign finance statements 

  



As broadband and wireless (and broadband wireless) technologies become 
generally installed, these capabilities will be greatly enhanced by the ability of all 
Californians to legally and bindingly represent themselves over the Net using digital 
certificates and signatures and smart cards. 

  

Let me finally turn to a more concrete aspect of this whole process.  With the 
support of several companies, including Gemplus, Baltimore Technologies, and others, 
the Smart Initiatives Project has built a prototype model of the Smart Initiatives System.  
We have already tested it with some members of our mailing list. 

  

Now, we would like to show you, the Members of the Speaker’s Commission on 
the California Initiative Process, how easily and well Smart Initiatives works.  If you will 
provide us with your name and e-mail address, we will send you what you need to get a 
free digital certificate and directions to our mock initiative petition signing website, 
where you can quickly and easily sign and submit this initiative to us for processing.  We 
will authenticate your signature, check your name on our mock list of “registered voters,” 
aggregate the number of signatures, have our auditors audit the results, and report it to 
each of you who participate and to the media. 

  

If this test works, we want to repeat it for the members of the Assembly and the 
Senate.  The results there will, I hope, help convince them, along with your report to the 
Speaker, of the benefits that will accrue to all of us if we implement this system 
statewide. 

  

I’d be glad to answer any questions you might have. 

  

Thank you. 
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            Many of the same arguments raised against Internet voting have been used to 
argue against Smart Initiatives, the use of digital certificates to digitally sign official 
petitions over the Internet. 

  

            Here’s what Secretary of State Bill Jones’ Internet Voting Task Force had to say 
about Smart Initiatives in January, 2000 (all excerpts from the Internet Task Force Report 
are italicized): 

  

Internet Petition Signing  
  

Internet petition signing refers to any system in which voters "sign" official petitions, e.g. 
initiative, referendum or recall petitions, entirely electronically, with the "signature" and 
associated information transmitted by Internet to the proper agency, either directly or 



combined with other signatures. Only registered voters are permitted in California to 
sign petitions. 

  

The Internet Voting Task Force did not consider Internet petition signing at any great 
length. Hence, in this report we will confine ourselves to comparing it in principle to 
Internet voting.  

  

First, we should note that many of the security considerations in the design of Internet 
voting systems apply with little change to Internet petition signing systems as well--in 
particular, the fundamental distinction between systems in which the entire end-to-end 
voting infrastructure is controlled by the county vs. systems in which the voting platform 
is a home-, office-, or school PC. Systems that would allow online petition signing from a 
home or office PC are vulnerable to malicious code or remote control attacks on the PC 
that might prevent the signing of a petition, or spy on the process, or permit additional 
petitions to be signed that the voter did not intend to sign, all without detection. Hence, 
for the same reasons that we do not recommend Internet voting from machines not 
controlled by election officials, we cannot recommend similar systems for petition-
signing until such time as there is a practical solution to the general malicious code 
problem and the development of a system to electronically verify identity. 

  

While there are similarities between voting and petition signing, it is important to note 
that the two are not identical and they have somewhat different cost and security 
properties: 

  

Petition-signing is a year-round activity, whereas voting occurs during a limited time 
window. Hence, servers and other infrastructure needed to support petition signing 
would need to be running year-round, instead of just during a time window before 
election day. This may dramatically increase the total cost of managing the system.  
While it is reasonable to expect voters, for security reasons, to submit a signed request 
for Internet voting authorization each time before they vote (similar to a request for an 
absentee ballot), it is not reasonable to expect voters to submit such request each time 
they wish to sign a petition. As a result, voters who wish to sign petitions electronically 
would likely have to be issued authorization (means of authentication) that are open-
ended in time. The longer such authorizations are valid, the more likely it is that some of 
them will be compromised, or sold, reducing the integrity of the petition-signing system 
over time.  Voters can sign any number of petitions in an election cycle. Hence, a 
compromised authorization to sign petitions would be usable for signing any number of 
petitions, magnifying the damage to the system’s integrity. 



  

  

Let’s consider these warnings one by one: 

  

First, we should note that many of the security considerations in the design of Internet 
voting systems apply with little change to Internet petition signing systems as well--in 
particular, the fundamental distinction between systems in which the entire end-to-end 
voting infrastructure is controlled by the county vs. systems in which the voting platform 
is a home-, office-, or school PC. Systems that would allow online petition signing from a 
home or office PC are vulnerable to malicious code or remote control attacks on the PC 
that might prevent the signing of a petition, or spy on the process, or permit additional 
petitions to be signed that the voter did not intend to sign, all without detection. Hence, 
for the same reasons that we do not recommend Internet voting from machines not 
controlled by election officials, we cannot recommend similar systems for petition-
signing until such time as there is a practical solution to the general malicious code 
problem and the development of a system to electronically verify identity. 

  

  

The overall comparison between Internet voting and Smart Initiatives: 

  

The Jones Report argues both that that Internet Voting and Smart Initiatives are 
fundamentally the same (and therefore equally unworthy of existence) and that they are 
different (and therefore Smart Initiatives are even more unworthy of existence). 

  

“First, we should note that many of the security considerations in the design of Internet 
voting systems apply with little change to Internet petition signing systems as well…” 

  

Voting and petition signing are both election-related activities, but they differ 
fundamentally in a number of ways, not the least of which is that the end result of voting 
is the selection of candidates for office and the approval or rejection of ballot measures, 
while the end result of petition signing is the placement on a subsequent ballot of a 
measure for the consideration of voters.  Collecting a million valid signatures on an 



initiative does not make it law.  Only the approval of voters at the next election can do 
that. 

  

Another important different between the two is that everyone is encouraged to vote, as 
their civic duty.  In California and the rest of the US, voting is not, however, legally 
required, as it is in many other advanced democracies, including ones in which the 
turnout rate is more than twice what it is in the US and ones in which there are civil 
penalties for not voting. 

  

But no one, least of all the government, claims it your civic duty to sign initiative 
petitions.  Writers like David Broder and Peter Schrag, with their considered 
denunciations of the initiative process and their calls to limit it, are implicitly urging 
people NOT to sign initiative petitions. 

  

This important difference between voting and official petition-signing leads to further 
significant differences.  The digital divide, or the uneven distribution of computers and 
Internet access across individuals and groups in society is the second most-cited 
argument against Internet voting (after security considerations).  Presumably, according 
to the parallelism claimed above, it should also be the second most-cited argument 
against electronic petition signing.  

  

But since not everyone needs to sign an initiative petition, but only enough to qualify it 
for the ballot, the existence of the digital divide need not be the issue it is with Internet 
voting.  If the argument is then made that such a digital divide is inequitably because it 
disproportionately disenfranchises those without Internet access at home or office, then 
the answer to that complaint to note that the Smart Initiatives System, as currently 
proposed, also mandates the provision, at no additional charge to them, of a smart card 
containing a digital certificate identical to those possessed by the privileged on their 
computers to ALL citizens. 

  

These smart cards are essentially computers-on-a-card.  Providing them, free of extra 
charge, to all citizens, will allow any of us who want to to digitally-sign official petitions, 
using smart card readers attached to publicly-available and publicly-provided 
computer/Internet systems in libraries, schools, malls, and elsewhere. 

  



But we haven’t yet touched upon the most important differences between Internet voting 
and Smart Initiatives.  While both of them involve the precise and definitive 
identification of the participating citizen, Internet voting involves the additional 
requirement that the computer/Internet system being used NOT know the content of the 
citizen’s data input.  That is, Internet voting requires what I call “anonymous 
authentication,” a digital state of affairs in which the identity of the voter needs to be 
authenticated and checked against the master list of registered voters (and crossed off that 
list after they vote), while at the same time the content of his or her ballot needs to be 
anonymized and kept secret from absolutely everyone. 

  

This is not the case for the digital signing of an official petition.  The idea of an 
“anonymous petition signing” is nonsensical.  The essence of petition signing, be it an 
official state initiative petition, or an informal petition circulated by discontented students 
in a particularly boring class, or a majestical petition on the order of the Declaration of 
Independence (in which the signers mutually pledged “our lives, our fortunes, and our 
sacred honor’), is that the signers are going on public record as asking for something 
(lower taxes, a shorter class, independence). 

  

As such, there is no need to protect the anonymity of the signers.  Now, existing state law 
provides that the names and addresses of official petition signers are to remain 
confidential.  The Smart Initiatives Initiative retains this protection.  But confidentiality is 
not the same as anonymity.  Under existing procedures, and within the context of Smart 
Initiatives, county and state election officials are entitled to, indeed must, know who is 
signing these petitions.  In fact, the slow, costly, laborious and somewhat inexact 
checking of pen-and-ink signatures against stored pen-and- ink signatures on registration 
cards constitutes the essence of the official part in the initiative process. 

  

There being no need to keep the identity of petition signers away from election officials, 
there being, in fact, a positive requirement that these officials know who is signing the 
petitions, means that any number of creative means can legally and appropriately be used 
to make sure that none of the terrible subventions of the rule of law contemplated by 
those arguing against Smart Initiatives ever being allowed to take place. 

  

This point leads us to the penultimate refutation of the anti-Smart Initiative catalog of 
possible electoral horrors, namely, the use of “malicious code” (aka “Trojans horse 
programs”) to fraudulently manipulate the electronic signature-collecting process. 

  



As envisioned by its proponents, the malicious code scenario would, at its best/worst, 
work like this:  nefarious culprits, motivated by greed, hatred, or the thrill of causing 
havoc, would design and distribute a loathsome piece of software code designed to do 
every bad thing imaginable to the Smart Initiatives process. 

  

In the words of the Jones Report: 

  

Systems that would allow online petition signing from a home or office PC are vulnerable 
to malicious code or remote control attacks on the PC that might prevent the signing of a 
petition, or spy on the process, or permit additional petitions to be signed that the voter 
did not intend to sign, all without detection. 

  

That is, this bad software could: 

  

1.  “prevent the signing of a petition” 

  

2.  “spy on the process” 

  

3.  “permit additional petitions to be signed that the voter did not intend to sign” 

  

and it could do it: 

  

“all without detection” 

  

Taking into account what we now understand about what Smart Initiatives involves in 
terms of anonymity (it doesn’t), privacy (it protects it), and authentication (it does it 
electronically, precisely, and comprehensively), let’s consider each of these issues in 
turn. 



  

Remember that implementing Smart Initiatives will mean that the separate counties, and 
probably the Secretary of State’s Office, will have a very up-to-date (up-to-the-minute) 
interactive database with the names, e-mail addresses, and public keys of authenticated 
signers, as well as an equally interactive and current list of all registered voters (with tick 
marks next to the names of the ones who’ve already been authenticated as having signed 
the initiative). 

  

This means that anyone who digitally signs an initiative but is worried that a malicious 
piece of code has prevented his or her signed copy of the initiative from being received 
by election officials, or from being properly authenticated with the Smart Initiatives 
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) system, or from being recorded or stored, ought to be 
able to query the state-run databases and find out if his or her signed submission has been 
properly received and dealt with. 

  

If it has, then there’s nothing more for him or her to worry about.  If it’s not there, they 
can contact what needs to be put in place to deal with such problems, a state-of-the-art 
Help Desk/Hotline that will work with them to resolve the issue.  But it’s just silly to 
assert that every manner of skullduggery and fraudulent interference in the process could 
be perpetrated with no one knowing and nothing being done about it. 

  

As for “spying on the process,” what secret data could be gleaned by such clandestine 
treachery?  The human spymaster (or a digital bot if it takes it into its head to do so) 
MIGHT learn that such-and-such a person has signed this-or-that petition.  So what?  
They could spam everyone in the world with this discovery.  So what?  Is the risk of 
having it known that you’ve signed a petition to lower taxes or cut off social services to 
some class of people reason enough to forego all the benefits of Smart Initiatives? 

  

Additionally, while it might be hard to do, it probably would not be impossible to track 
down and prosecute the perpetrators of such an illegal act.  If that can deter the 
distribution of these illegally-derived bits of information, those spying on the signing 
process will need to get their satisfaction by privately knowing that someone signed a 
petition.  Again, is avoiding this possibility reason enough to forego all the benefits 
associated with this system? 

  



The elimination of the final negative scenario, permitting “additional petitions to be 
signed that the voter did not intend to sign,” can be achieved in a manner similar to the 
one used to deal with its converse, the blocking of a legitimate signature.  In the event 
that the all-powerful and all-knowing Petition Signing Trojan Virus (PSTV) infiltrates a 
citizen’s computer, initiates a petition-signing session by ordering the now-enslaved 
computer to go out on the Net and visit the SignSite™ petition signing domain, finds and 
opens the target initiative, uses a computer-to-phone program to call the digital certificate 
subscriber/citizen on his or her landline or cel phone, uses voice synthesis and artificial 
intelligence to cajole the soon-to-be duped signer into giving up their passcode to the 
certificate, uses the passcode to invoke the certificate and sign the petition, implant 
instructions subliminally in the user to forget that his or her passcode was stolen, submit 
the petition and then vanish in a puff of (invisible) smoke or return to its master for a 
session of human-to-code gloating (or, in the case of a bot spymaster, code-to-code 
gloating) it would still be possible to send an e-mail to the supposed signer, asking them 
to confirm that they had in fact signed the initiative. 

  

If critics raise the spectre that this omniscient and omnipotent piece of code could then 
reply to this e-mail (in a style culled from its perusal and analysis of all textual materials 
originated by the subscriber and stored on the now-compromised hard drive) and then 
digitally-sign this confirmation using the passcode gleaned in its earlier work, one would 
then be forced to admit that there could conceivably be no end to the possible disastrous 
scenarios put forward by opponents of this process, and probably no end to refutations of 
them, and exceptions taken to the refutations and on and on endlessly. 

  

Is it possible that such things could happen?  It’s possible.   Is it likely?   Has persuasive 
evidence been submitted that would lead a reasonable person to conclude that these 
scenarios are significantly more plausible than that they wouldn’t happen and that Smart 
Initiatives could be implemented and work fine and benefit everyone involved?  You’ll 
have to decide that for yourself. 

  

Here’s where Jones argues that Smart Initiatives are even worse than Internet Voting: 

  

Petition-signing is a year-round activity, whereas voting occurs during a limited time 
window. Hence, servers and other infrastructure needed to support petition signing 
would need to be running year-round, instead of just during a time window before 
election day. This may dramatically increase the total cost of managing the system. 

  



The cost of setting up a system for the signing of Smart Initiatives and running it year-
round is not that much greater than the cost of setting it up and running it for only part of 
the year.  It is the set-up, not the operating, costs, that constitutes the major expense of a 
Smart Initiatives System.  Also, the digitally-signed petitions can be collected just as 
securely on privately-run servers as on government-run servers, and then delivered to and 
validated by government servers, thereby eliminating much of the alleged costs charged 
here.  This may dramatically decrease the total cost of managing the system. 

  

  

Here’s the final point: 

  

Hence, for the same reasons that we do not recommend Internet voting from machines 
not controlled by election officials, we cannot recommend similar systems for petition-
signing until such time as there is a practical solution to the general malicious code 
problem and the development of a system to electronically verify identity. 

  

I believe that the lack of a need for anonymity in the petition-signing process means that 
there is “a practical solution to the general malicious code problem.”  That solution 
involves collaboration between the signers and the election officials to check and confirm 
that all those who want to sign a particular petition electronically will be able to and that 
no one who doesn’t will have their name falsely attached to any circulating petition. 

  

Frankly, I don’t know what the author could have been thinking about when he says that  

Smart Initiatives have to wait for “the development of a system to electronically verify 
identity.”  Has he heard of PKI, digital certificates, and digital signatures?  The Federal 
Government has.  Through the E-Sign law, in effect since October 1, 2000, it has 
recognized electronic signatures, including those carried out with PKI, digital certificates, 
and digital signatures, as legally-binding and completely adequate for most commercial 
purposes. 

  

  

The Report’s case for the uselessness of digital certificates: 



  

The longer such authorizations are valid, the more likely it is that some of them will be 
compromised, or sold, reducing the integrity of the petition-signing system over time.  
Voters can sign any number of petitions in an election cycle. Hence, a compromised 
authorization to sign petitions would be usable for signing any number of petitions, 
magnifying the damage to the system’s integrity. 

  

PKI is a powerful, widespread, and respectable method for identifying, authenticating, 
and establishing non-repudiation for individuals and organizations remotely over the 
Internet.  The point of the Smart Initiatives Initiative is to create a universal and 
ubiquitous PKI that will not only allow individuals to sign official petitions online but to 
sign contracts, access their health records, check their children’s homework, encrypt their 
e-mail and generally represent themselves remotely in a variety of settings and for a 
variety of purposes.   

  

Once state and federal governments have authorized and established the means for doing 
so, these digital certificates will also enable citizens to conduct all manner of transactions 
with their own governments securely online.  Thus a PKI established to implement Smart 
Initiatives will also make possible the widespread implementation of e-government 
services at a level comprehensive enough to save jurisdictions significant percentages of 
their budgets and provide citizens with levels of convenience previously unimagined and 
impossible without a universal and ubiquitous PKI, as provided for under the Smart 
Initiatives system. 

  

PKI uses complex and rigorous mathematical techniques, but it can be made easy to use 
by millions.  Along with smart cards that can contain digital certificates as easily as can 
desktop and laptop computers, but which can be provided to the millions who lack 
computers for less than ten dollars each, PKI can take us a long way towards realizing the 
promise of universal access to the informational wealth that already is and will 
increasingly be the core component of 21st century business, society, and personal life. 

  

The argument put forth against Smart Initiatives in the Report on the grounds that digital 
certificates cannot provide a level of security adequate to the task is also an argument 
against the viability of PKI technology for ANY purpose ANYWHERE.  If this argument 
against Smart Initiatives on the basis of the vulnerability of PKI is right, then Microsoft, 
VeriSign, RSA, Baltimore Technologies, Entrust, the Federal PKI Steering Committee, 
several states, the National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State Laws, the 



Federal Government and the Office of the Secretary of State of California, which has 
promulgated guidelines for the use of digital certificates and, on October 14, 1999, issued 
a press release headlined, “Jones Approves VeriSign, Inc. as First Certification Authority 
Permitted to Verify the Integrity of Digital Signatures Used in Electronic Communication 
with State and Local Government,”  are at best wasting their own and others’ time and at 
worst involved in committing a massive fraud against millions of individuals and 
businesses by approving or selling products and services of extremely dubious value. 

  

Here’s the entire press release, available on the Secretary of State’s official website at: 

  

http://www.ss.ca.gov/digsig/press1014.htm 

  

  
 
 

Press Release  

 
| California Secretary of State  | Digital Signatures | 

  
PRESS RELEASE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Contact: Alfie Charles (Jones) 
Thursday, October 14, 1999   916/653-6575 
    Jeff Wender (VeriSign) 
    Jennifer Haas 
    650/968-4033 
      

Secretary of State Jones Brings Widespread Expansion  
of E-Government One Step Closer to Reality 

Jones Approves VeriSign, Inc. as First Certification Authority Permitted to Verify the 
Integrity of 

Digital Signatures Used in Electronic Communication with State and Local Government  



          MOUNTAIN VIEW -- With the push of a few keystrokes, California Secretary of 
State Bill Jones digitally signed a proclamation recognizing VeriSign, Inc. of Mountain 
View as the first company authorized to provide digital signature certification services to 
state and local government across California. The accreditation of California's first 
"Approved Certification Authority" will dramatically broaden the number of government 
functions that can be conducted over the Internet.  

          "This is an important step in the march toward electronic government in 
California," said Jones. "The availability of reliable digital signatures will go a long way 
toward improving the number of government transactions that can be conducted over the 
Internet.  

          "Many government agencies have been hesitant to provide complex services over 
the Internet until they have reliable digital signatures that they know will have the full 
force and effect of law. Today, we have provided those agencies with an additional level 
of security," said Jones.  

          Jones presented the digitally signed certificate to VeriSign CEO Stratton Sclavos 
during a ceremony at VeriSign's Mountain View, California headquarters.  

          "VeriSign is honored to be the first Certification Authority recognized by the State 
of California," said Sclavos. "We are committed to providing state and local government 
with the services they need to advance E-Government here in our home state."  

          Under the Digital Signature Act of 1995, digital signatures used in written 
communication with California state and local government are only valid if they meet 
criteria outlined in Government Code Section 16.5 and regulations adopted by Secretary 
Jones in 1998. Under those regulations, public entities must only rely on digital signature 
certificates issued by an "Approved Certification Authority". VeriSign, Inc. is the first 
company approved to issue certificates for public entities in California.  

-- End --  



For a reiteration of these points in a second press release, announcing approval of 
Digital Signature Trust as a second provider of digital certificates for doing business 
with the State of California, see the press release at:  

  

 http://www.ss.ca.gov/digsig/press1118.htm) 

  

  
 
 

Press Release  

 
| California Secretary of State  | Digital Signatures | 

  
PRESS RELEASE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Contact: Alfie Charles (Jones) 
Thursday, November 18, 1999   Shad Balch 
    916/653-6575 
      

Jones Approves Second Company to Provide Digital 
Signature  

Services to State and Local Government in California 

"Digital Signature Trust" Approved to Serve as a Certification Authority for  
Digital Signature Transactions in California  

          SACRAMENTO -- In a move that will help California state and local government 
regain their leadership role in the use of technology to improve government efficiency, 
Secretary of State Bill Jones today announced that Digital Signature Trust (DST) has 
been added to the Approved List of Digital Signature Certification Authorities in 
California.  

          "Digital signature technology will help many state and local government agencies 
transition toward a paperless government in California," said Secretary of State Bill 
Jones.  



          "When we passed California's digital signature regulations we knew that 
government, technology companies and the citizens of the state would all have to work 
together to make eGovernment solutions a reality," noted Jones. "Today, we are one step 
closer to a more efficient California government."  

          DST, based out of Salt Lake City, Utah, is the second company to apply and 
receive approval from the Secretary of State to provide digital signature Certification 
Authority services to California state and local government. DST became the first 
licensed Certification Authority in the U.S. when it gained its license in the state of Utah 
in 1997.  

          Under the Digital Signature Act of 1995, digital signatures used in electronically 
written communication with public entities are only valid if they meet criteria outlined in 
Government Code Section 16.5 and regulations adopted by Secretary Jones in 1998. 
Under those regulations, public entities must only rely on digital signature certificates 
issued by an "Approved Certification Authority."  

          Prior to placement on the Approved List, certification authorities must undergo a 
performance audit to ensure that their policies and practices are consistent with the 
requirements of the Digital Signature Act and the regulations adopted by the Secretary of 
State. The complete criteria for certification is available on the Secretary of State's 
Internet site at: www.ss.ca.gov.  

-30-  

  

If such a massive fraud is being perpetrated, it needs to be unmasked and eradicated.  If 
the author of this report is misrepresenting the degree to which we can rely on 
technologies of online identification and authentication for the transaction of government 
business, including the signing of initiative petitions over the Internet, the record needs to 
be set straight and we need to proceed expeditiously to implement a universal and 
ubiquitous PKI and the Smart Initiatives System it makes possible. 

  

We can thank critics of Smart Initiatives for pointing out issues that need to be addressed 
in order to adequately protect and properly employ the technologies that underlie it.  But 
in the final analysis, we need to focus on the possibilities that these methods will open up 
for us, rather than dwell on the unlikely and convoluted scenarios that are offered as 
reasons not to move ahead.  



Seemingly-Contradictory Views from the Same Source 

  

By Marc Strassman 

etopia@pacificnet.net 

Executive Director 

Smart Initiatives Project 

http://www.smartinitiatives.org 

  

January 13, 2001 

  

Copyright 2000, by Marc Strassman, all rights reserved 

  

  

Here’s what the Jones Report (Secretary of State Bill Jones’ Internet Voting Task Force 
Report, January, 2000, has to say about the viability of digital certificates: 

  

While there are similarities between voting and petition signing, it is 
important to note that the two are not identical and they have somewhat 
different cost and security properties: 
  

Petition-signing is a year-round activity, whereas voting occurs during a limited time 
window. Hence, servers and other infrastructure needed to support petition signing would 
need to be running year-round, instead of just during a time window before election day. 
This may dramatically increase the total cost of managing the system.  While it is 
reasonable to expect voters, for security reasons, to submit a signed request for Internet 
voting authorization each time before they vote (similar to a request for an absentee 
ballot), it is not reasonable to expect voters to submit such request each time they wish to 
sign a petition. As a result, voters who wish to sign petitions electronically would likely 
have to be issued authorization (means of authentication) that are open-ended in time. 
The longer such authorizations are valid, the more likely it is that some of them will be 



compromised, or sold, reducing the integrity of the petition-signing system over time.  
Voters can sign any number of petitions in an election cycle. Hence, a compromised 
authorization to sign petitions would be usable for signing any number of petitions, 
magnifying the damage to the system’s integrity. 

  

  

Here’s a press release on the same subject, also available on the Secretary of State’s 
official website at: 

    

http://www.ss.ca.gov/digsig/press1014.htm 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Thursday, October 14, 1999 

  

Secretary of State Jones Brings Widespread Expansion 

of E-Government One Step Closer to Reality 

  

Jones Approves VeriSign, Inc. as First Certification Authority Permitted to Verify 
the Integrity of Digital Signatures Used in Electronic Communication with State and 
Local Government  

  

MOUNTAIN VIEW -- With the push of a few keystrokes, California Secretary of 
State Bill Jones digitally signed a proclamation recognizing VeriSign, Inc. of Mountain 
View as the first company authorized to provide digital signature certification services to 
state and local government across California. The accreditation of California's first 
"Approved Certification Authority" will dramatically broaden the number of government 
functions that can be conducted over the Internet. 

  

"This is an important step in the march toward electronic government in 
California," said Jones. "The availability of reliable digital signatures will go a long way 
toward improving the number of government transactions that can be conducted over the 
Internet. 

  

"Many government agencies have been hesitant to provide complex services over 
the Internet until they have reliable digital signatures that they know will have the full 
force and effect of law. Today, we have provided those agencies with an additional level 
of security," said Jones.  

  

Jones presented the digitally signed certificate to VeriSign CEO Stratton Sclavos 
during a ceremony at VeriSign's Mountain View, California headquarters.  

  



"VeriSign is honored to be the first Certification Authority recognized by the 
State of California," said Sclavos. "We are committed to providing state and local 
government with the services they need to advance E-Government here in our home 
state."  

  

Under the Digital Signature Act of 1995, digital signatures used in written 
communication with California state and local government are only valid if they meet 
criteria outlined in Government Code Section 16.5 and regulations adopted by Secretary 
Jones in 1998. Under those regulations, public entities must only rely on digital signature 
certificates issued by an "Approved Certification Authority". VeriSign, Inc. is the first 
company approved to issue certificates for public entities in California. 

  

?      End --.) 

  

(For a reiteration of these points in a second press release, announced approval of Digital 
Signature Trust as a second provider of digital certificates for doing business with the 
State of California, see the press release at:  http://www.ss.ca.gov/digsig/press1118.htm)  

  

  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Thursday, November 18, 1999 

   

                      Jones Approves Second Company to Provide Digital Signature  

                            Services to State and Local Government in California 

  

"Digital Signature Trust" Approved to Serve as a Certification Authority for 
Digital Signature Transactions in California 

  



          SACRAMENTO -- In a move that will help California state and local government 
regain their leadership role in the use of technology to improve government efficiency, 
Secretary of State Bill Jones today announced that Digital Signature Trust (DST) has 
been added to the Approved List of Digital Signature Certification Authorities in 
California. 

  

          "Digital signature technology will help many state and local government agencies 
transition toward a paperless government in California," said Secretary of State Bill 
Jones.  

  

          "When we passed California's digital signature regulations we knew that 
government, technology companies and the citizens of the state would all have to 

work together to make eGovernment solutions a reality," noted Jones. "Today, we are one 
step closer to a more efficient California government."  

  

          DST, based out of Salt Lake City, Utah, is the second company to apply and 
receive approval from the Secretary of State to provide digital signature 

Certification Authority services to California state and local government. DST became 
the first licensed Certification Authority in the U.S. when it gained its license in the state 
of Utah in 1997.  

  

          Under the Digital Signature Act of 1995, digital signatures used in electronically 
written communication with public ent ities are only valid if they meet criteria outlined in 
Government Code Section 16.5 and regulations adopted by Secretary Jones in 1998. 
Under those regulations, public entities must only rely on digital signature certificates 
issued by an "Approved Certification Authority."  

  

          Prior to placement on the Approved List, certification authorities must undergo a 
performance audit to ensure that their policies and practices are consistent with the 
requirements of the Digital Signature Act and the regulations adopted by the Secretary of 
State. The complete list of criteria for certification is available on the Secretary of State's 
Internet site at: www.ss.ca.gov.  
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Let’s review what Secretary of State Jones said on October 14, 1999: 

  

  

"This is an important step in the march toward electronic government in 
California," said Jones. "The availability of reliable digital signatures will go a long way 
toward improving the number of government transactions that can be conducted over the 
Internet. 

  

"Many government agencies have been hesitant to provide complex services over 
the Internet until they have reliable digital signatures that they know will have the full 
force and effect of law. Today, we have provided those agencies with an additional level 
of security," said Jones. 

  

  

Then on November 18, 1999, he said: 

  

"Digital signature technology will help many state and local government agencies 
transition toward a paperless government in California," said Secretary of State Bill 
Jones.  

  

          "When we passed California's digital signature regulations we knew that 
government, technology companies and the citizens of the state would all have to work 
together to make eGovernment solutions a reality," noted Jones. "Today, we are one step 
closer to a more efficient California government." 

  

  



            If digital signatures were such a good way of “helping many state and local 
government agencies transition toward a paperless government in California” in 
November, why were they mainly seen as something capable of “magnifying the damage 
to the system’s integrity” in January, two months later? 

  

When he said in January 2000, that “The longer such authorizations are valid, the 
more likely it is that some of them will be compromised, or sold, reducing the integrity of 
the petition-signing system over time,” had the Secretary forgotten his statement of three 
months earlier that “The availability of reliable digital signatures will go a long way 
toward improving the number of government transactions that can be conducted over the 
Internet”? 

  

He had also said in October that “"Many government agencies have been hesitant 
to provide complex services over the Internet until they have reliable digital signatures 
that they know will have the full force and effect of law. Today, we have provided those 
agencies with an additional level of security." 

  

Is that “additional level of security” sufficient for other agencies but not sufficient 
for “government transactions that can be conducted over the Internet” by the Secretary’s 
own agency? 

  

In short, how is it possible that digital certificates are IN GENERAL a boon to e-
government but completely inadequate for electoral purposes, including the signing of 
petitions online? 

  

            Is the resolution of this apparent contradiction as simple as realizing that electoral 
functions are not part of “e-government,” that “e-government” only refers to bidding on 
contracts with the state and not to things as nebulous as, well, elections and initiative 
petition signing?  Are digital certificates perfectly acceptable for use in functions the 
Secretary of State believes are worthwhile, or politically expedient, or fun to officiate 
over, but completely unacceptable for functions (like initiative petition signing) that he’d 
just as soon not see happen?   

  



If so, then let him make it clear that e-government has nothing to do with how the 
citizens of the state govern themselves and has only to do with how they are 
administered.  Unpleasant as such a realization may be, at least it will be, in the words of 
the Secretary of State himself, "an important step in the march toward electronic 
government in California." 
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As we all know all too well, whenever a person to be confirmed or a program to 
be enacted is announced in Washington, the political and journalistic machines rev up to 
find every last bit of the story behind the story, the hitherto hidden facts that can push the 
result of the ensuing controversy one way or another. 

  

            In Sacramento, such intense scrutiny is not always applied to every issue.  Five 
years after I first brought the issues of Internet voting and Internet initiative petition 
signing up for political discussion, there has still not been a single report in any on- or 
offline publication dealing in any depth with the politics behind these very political 
issues.  Nor has there been a single analysis of the players in this area, beyond token 
statements that Internet voting system vendors seem to favor the adoption of Internet 
voting while the Secretary of State wants to go slow, because, as he always says, he’s 
worried about the “security” of systems that use the Internet for electoral purposes. 

  



            Where are the investigative reporting, the digging up of facts, the tough 
interviews and the rigorous analysis of the data?  Where is the context for the public 
discussion of these important subjects? 

  

            I’ve waited for five years for such journalism and it hasn’t appeared.  Next 
Monday, on January 22, 2001, I’m scheduled to testify before the Speaker’s Commission 
on the California Initiative Process.  I would like to kick off my remarks with a history 
and analysis of my efforts over the last five years to implement Internet voting and 
Internet initiative petition signing (“Smart Initiatives”) in California.  But I will only have 
a few minutes for my remarks, and there are other points that need to be addressed, 
including a refutation of the Secretary of State’s case against Smart Initiatives, some 
comments about how Smart Initiatives could be implemented, and a brief listing of all 
areas outside of online petition signing where the universal system of digital certificates 
necessary for Smart Initiatives can deliver tremendous benefits to the people and 
government of California. 

  

            So I’m going to take a few minutes here to set out the points that I would like to 
present as part of my testimony to the Commission, but which time constraints prevent 
me from doing.  Please keep in mind that I am not claiming to present the true and 
complete story of these events.  I am claiming to present my version of what happened.  
The other players may have different views.  They may believe that what I call 
manipulation, subterfuge, and deceit are, in fact, straight-shooting, cleverness, and efforts 
to protect the interests of the government and people of California.  If they think that, let 
them respond to my version with their own, and let the people decide.  But to say nothing 
would, I think, be to admit that my narrative of events is true. 

  

             

            In 1996 I wrote the Virtual Voting Rights Initiative.  This proposed ballot 
measure called for the provision to every Californian of a digital certificate, which is a 
means by which individuals can be unambiguously and rigorously associated with the 
“signing” of documents over the Internet.  My research showed me that this was the 
emerging standard for establishing legal identity over the Net and I included it in the 
VVRI as the method to be used by citizens to register to vote, sign initiative petitions, and 
vote.  (While it is incidental to our purposes here, I might add that the VVRI gave the 
Secretary of State the responsibility of developing standards for Internet voting and for 
certifying Internet voting systems that met that standard, then outsourcing or internally 
developing the means for implementing Internet voting, Internet initiative petition 
signing, and voter registration.) 



  

            Lacking the hundreds of thousands of dollars then (and now) required to qualify 
this initiative for the ballot, the VVRI had died by October, 1996.  Late in that month, 
however, staffers in the office of then State Assemblymember Kevin Murray contacted 
me on the strength of an article about the VVRI that had appeared in State Legislatures 
magazine and asked me for a copy of the bill, which I readily provided. 

  

            A few days later, Assemblymember Murray’s office notified me that the VVRI, 
completely intact except for the addition of some administrative boilerplate and a 
stronger punishment for perpetrators of Internet voting fraud, had become AB 44, and 
was now pending in the California Assembly. 

  

            This seemed great.  But nothing at all happened with the bill for several months.  
Finally, without telling me that it was under consideration, a deal was negotiated between 
Assemblymember (and now State Senator and Congressional candidate) Murray and 
Secretary of State Bill Jones.  As related to me after the fact by Murray’s legislative aide, 
it was a simple deal.  Republican Jones agreed to lobby his fellow Republican legislators 
in support of the bill, and Murray agreed to gut the bill entirely and substitute for a bill, 
not to implement Internet voting, initiative petition signing, and voter registration, but to 
study these subjects. 

  

            I was disappointed not so much because there would not now be a chance of 
implementing my vision of using the Internet to modernize elections, but that there would 
not even be a full and public discussion of the subject, now that the bill at issue called 
merely for a task force to study it.  Nevertheless, I decided to support the amended bill.  
After it passed the Assembly, I flew to Sacramento on June 18, 1997, and testified in 
favor of it (for around 20 seconds) before the Senate Elections and Reapportionment 
Committee, where it passed, 3-1. 

  

            Despite Jones’ promise that he’d gather Republican support for the amended bill, 
it was necessary to bring it up for a floor vote three times before it gathered the 21 votes 
necessary to pass it.   As far as I know, every Republican in the Senate voted against it 
every time it came up.  Either Bill Jones carried very little weight with his fellow 
Republicans in that chamber, or he did a lot less in support of it than he had promised in 
exchange for Kevin Murray’s decision to kill the VVRI and replace it with Jones’ 
preferred task-force-to-study- it bill. 



  

            All this was immaterial in the end, since Republican Governor Pete Wilson 
swiftly vetoed the watered-down bill anyway, saying that since the security of Internet 
voting was unproven, it would be premature to study it.  The exact words of his veto 
message were:   

  

Although current encryption technology is making advances in 

providing a more secure environment to prevent tampering by 

third parties, no one can yet guarantee a completely safe, 

tamper-proof system.  Without such a guarantee, a study is 

premature.     

  

            Thus, by the end of October, 1997, Internet voting seemed utterly and completely 
dead. 

  

            All through 1998 I would occasionally be interviewed by reporters from one 
national publication or another, asking me how I felt about Internet voting.  I would say I 
thought it was a good idea.  When I read the articles my comments had gone into, I 
started reading another paragraph, eventually as predictable to me as my own statements 
were, from spokespersons for California Secretary of State Bill Jones, saying that he was 
considering appointing a Task Force on Internet Voting to study the whole subject. 

  

            This was a rather mysterious development, as far as I was concerned.  Hadn’t the 
bill, AB44 as amended, that would have set up such a Task Force, been resoundingly 
vetoed by Governor Wilson?  Why was Secretary of State Jones, who had done so much 
to thwart my efforts to implement Internet voting, or to bring it up for debate in the 
Legislature, now seriously considering organizing the same Task Force that I thought had 
been forestalled by Wilson’s veto? 

  

            So I called his office and asked about this.  “Oh, “ his spokesperson told me, “we 
could have set up an Internet Voting Task Force whenever we wanted.”  “Even without 



legislative authorization?” I asked.  “Sure,” they told me.  Taken somewhat aback, I 
naively asked my follow-up question.  “They why did you bother to create an amended 
version of AB 44 calling for the Task Force?”  Silence.  Silence.  Silence. 

  

            Obviously, they did it to kill the original bill.  And they had succeeded.  And, as it 
turned out, they had managed to delay the creation of the Task Force by more than a 
year.  And they had put it totally under the control of Bill Jones, who would be, 
henceforth, the top expert and spokesperson on the subject of Internet voting, the “go-to 
guy,” even though he was in fact the premier opponent of Internet voting.  Yours truly, 
the original and originally the only, proponent of Internet voting in California (and 
elsewhere) was now completely out of the loop and marginalized. 

  

            This result is not too surprising when you remember that Bill Jones was a 
successful rancher, a prominent Assemblymember, the author of three-strikes legislation, 
and one of only two Republican politicians serving in statewide office in California, 
while I was a minor political activist with no resources other than words at my disposal. 

  

            In January, 1999, Bill Jones announced the creation of his Internet Voting Task 
Force.  Among its appointed members were the Adler brothers, owners of Washington 
State-based VoteHere.net, an Internet voting start-up, and David Jefferson, a computer 
scientist from Palo Alto, who had been an employee of Digital Equipment Corporation 
when I drove up from Los Angeles at his invitation in the mid-90s so he could, as he put 
it “pick my brain” on the subject of Internet voting and related subjects.   

  

            While walking along University Avenue from his office to a local restaurant, he 
made two interesting admissions to me.  The first was that he was indeed a collateral 
descendent of the Virginia patriot who had written the Declaration of Independence.  The 
second was that he was strongly opposed to any form of direct democracy.  “Why’s 
that?” I asked.  “Because people are too busy and too stupid to make good decisions,” 
answered the collateral descendent of the man who’d famously written that “all men are 
created equa l.”  Maybe he’d meant that they were equally busy and stupid. 

  

            Now, in 1999, David Jefferson assumed the technical leadership of Bill Jones’ 
Task Force.  A year later, when the Task Force issued its final report, that report said, not 
surprisingly, that Internet voting, and Internet initiative petition signing, were just too 
vulnerable to every kind of security problem to allow them to be implemented. 



  

            Later in 2000, after Digital Equipment Corporation had been acquired by Compaq 
and David Jefferson was occupying a position similar to his old one at DEC at Compaq, 
Compaq made a substantial investment in VoteHere.net and entered into a strategic 
alliance with them.  One can only imagine how conducive to this arrangement it had been 
to have Jefferson and the Adler brothers working so closely together on the Internet 
Voting Task Force throughout 1999.  Or how engineering this deal enhanced Jefferson’s 
position at Compaq. 

  

            I, of course, was not invited to join the Internet Voting Task Force that had 
emerged from a bill I was originally responsible for writing.  On May 8, 1999, at a 
conference on initiatives in Washington, D.C., after he’d fled from the podium rather 
than answer my question about whether he’d be certifying Internet voting systems and 
under what criteria he might do so, I managed to exchange a few tense words with 
Secretary of State Jones, who, whatever you might want to think or say about him, is a 
really tall person.  He clearly didn’t want to talk to me off-stage any more than he did on-
stage, so I asked his number two, Alfie Charles, the departmental spokesman, why I 
hadn’t been appointed to the Task Force. 

  

            “We can’t work with you,” he said. 
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Good luck.  It's amusing/bothersome that you file your state taxes on- line but you can't 
vote or sign petitions on- line.  On the other hand, it's trivial to register your dog to vote, 
and have it vote by absentee ballot, since the voting process can all be done by mail with 
no need to show identification at any point in the process.  

  

Walter Deal 

January 14, 2001 

shwa65@yahoo.com 

  

  

I read the rebuttal to the Jones position on Smart Initiatives and thought you did a great 
job in answering most of the questions and problems he raised. 



  

Paul Hamilton 

January 14, 2001 

Paul@techcampaigns.com 

  

  

Best of luck on your lecture. Talk of the good stuff, the benefits, the involvement of more 
citizens... 

  

Arik Schenkler  

January 14, 2001 

shenkler@netvision.net.il 
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Smart Initiatives the Key to E-Government 
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On January 24, 2001, the Legislative Analyst’s Office of the State of California issued an 
important report on the present and future of e-government in California, and therefore 
everywhere.  You can access it in PDF format at: 

  

http://www.lao.ca.gov/2001/012401_egovernment.pdf 

  

This report includes references to some potent ial benefits of e-government, including; 

  

1.                        the potential to reduce the size and cost of government 

2.                        streamlining government processes 

3.                        24/7 service availability 

4.                        less waiting in line 



5.                        one-stop interaction with the government 

6.                        reducing traffic 

(pp. 4-7) 

  

Also noted is the overall lack, in California and elsewhere, of much actual e-government 
up to this time.  In the words of the LAO report:  “However, our review found that 
relatively little has actually been implemented that meets our definition—the process of 
transacting business between citizens and government agencies.” (p. 9)  The same is 
found to be true for municipal jurisdictions.  “But, overall, widespread use of interactive 
e-government systems is not yet available at the local level.” (p 10) 

  

The report further notes, however, that when e-government programs are put into place, 
“it is imperative that the program staff, not IT staff, lead the initiative,” so that primary 
emphasis will be placed on improving services to the public, and not on technology for 
technology’s sake.  (p. 12) 

  

The authors of the study make the point that “It is important that the e-government 
services provided are those that the public has expressed an interest to use.”  (p. 13)  
Given the large and growing support for such online services as Smart Initiatives, we can 
hope that this streamlined method of signing initiative petitions will be included among 
the first new interactive services to be offered by California and other states as part of the 
general move towards e-government. 

  

Initiative petition signing is not usually listed as an existing or potential future e-
government service, along with paying taxes and applying for a fishing license.  But it 
clearly falls within the LAO’s definition of one:  “the process of transacting business 
between citizens and government agencies” over the Internet.  Smart Initiatives’ absence 
from this list is probably due to the fact that, as an official expression of the people’s will, 
it has the possibility of changing government policy, not just participating in whatever it 
is at any given moment. 

  

But the government is not just a mechanism for administering policy.  It is equally the 
means of formulating and choosing policy.  That is why we have elections and a 
Legislature.  And initiatives.  To give the people a means of making the policies they will 



live and work under.  So, Smart Initiatives has to be an integral part of the transition to e-
government, just as do the other parts of the government system, like the Department of 
Motor Vehicles and the Employment Development Department. 

  

In fact, because of the centrality to Smart Initiatives of providing every Californian with 
individual strong authentication credentials in the form of smart cards and digital 
certificates, Smart Initiatives has a special role to play in the changeover to e-
government. 

  

This is because of the critical need within the context of the evolution to e-government to 
protect the private confidential data of each citizen when it is collected by a government 
system and to establish absolutely the identity of those wanting to do business with the 
government online (not to mention establishing with equal certainty the identity of the 
government server to which citizens will be sending their confidential personal, business, 
and credit card information). 

  

As the report notes on page 17:   

  

As e-government systems expand, new means such as digital signatures or use of a PIN 
for authenticating service recipients will have to be explored.  The Legislature will need 
to ensure that these new methods protect both the rights of Californians while ensuring 
that government services are provided to those who are eligible.  Therefore, we 
recommend that the Legislature direct the administration to develop an e-government 
authentication policy that describes the methods which will be used to authenticate 
services and how these methods will protect Californians’ rights and eligibility to 
services. 

  

Fortunately, Smart Initiatives, in cooperation with Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI) industry leaders Gemplus and Celo Communications, 
is already pioneering the means to do all this in the initiatives milieu, by 
means that can easily be adopted and expanded to provide similar 
functionality for other e-government services and transactions. 

  



The early adoption of Smart Initiatives will therefore serve simultaneously 
the purpose of reforming an important electoral institution (by countering 
the effect of recent court and administrative decisions limiting on-the-
ground access for paper-and- ink signature gatherers) while laying the 
basis for the wider implementation of e-government services of all types. 

  

The process of getting the entire population of California up-to-speed in 
the use of the hardware and software that will enable them to benefit from 
e-government is a necessary, but non-trivial, task, and it is one we will 
need to accomplish if California is to maintain and strengthen its position 
as the dominant technological and economic power in the world. 

  

Further, by establishing itself as the global leader in civic empowerment 
through the deployment of Public Key Infrastructure (smart cards and 
digital certificates), California will position itself both as a role model for 
all other political jurisdictions and as the standard and foundation for 
building a similar system for worldwide secure authentication and 
democratic self-government conducted over the Internet using that secure 
authentication. 

  

The rapid adoption of Smart Initiatives and the application of its lessons 
and processes to the whole of e-government are therefore essential to our 
future.  “These issues,” concludes the Report of the Legislative Analyst, 
“will touch upon both the rights of citizens and the long-term cost of 
government operations.”  

  

The LAO Report urges that all e-government projects be “piloted” or 
tested before being generally introduced.  The Smart Initiatives Project 
concurs with this suggestion and is about to launch the Gemplus-Celo-
Smart Initiatives Project Pilot Test of the Smart Initiatives System.  All 
members of the Campaign for Digital Democracy and Smart Initiatives 
Online Newsletter mailing lists will be invited to participate.  If you or 
someone you know isn’t yet a member of one of these lists, he, she, or you 
can sign up at: 

  

http://SmartInitiatives.listbot.com/ 



  

Regards, 

  

Marc Strassman 

Executive Director 

Smart Initiatives Project 



Smart Initiatives the Key to Reducing the Digital Divide 

  

By Marc Strassman 

xd@smartinitiatives.org 

Executive Director 

Smart Initiatives Project 

http://www.smartinitiatives.org 

January 29, 2001 
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Everyone talks about the Digital Divide, but not very many do anything about it.  One 
who has is Jabari Simama, Executive Director of the Mayor’s Office of Community 
Technology in Atlanta, Georgia, which created and runs the Atlanta Government’s 
Community Technology Initiative.  In an article that appeared in the January 8, 2001, 
edition of FCW.com, Simama describes and discusses how this grass-roots program 
works.   

  

You can find the article at:  

  

 http://www.fcw.com/civic/articles/2001/jan/civ-fperson-01-01.asp) 

  

I read the article on January 29th and then sent the author the following e-mail: 

  

Dear Jabari Simama, 

  



I just read your recent piece in FCW.com concerning Atlanta's efforts to reduce the 
digital divide in your city. I applaud these efforts by you and your team. As a person who 
has been actively working to introduce appropriate and secure forms of Internet voting, I 
have become very familiar with this concept, mainly in terms of it being raised as an 
argument against Internet voting by individuals and groups who never had and still 
haven't done the slightest thing to reduce it. 

  

My current focus is Smart Initiatives, a method of allowing citizens to sign initiative and 
other official petitions online using digital certificates and smart cards. Once the 
infrastructure allowing for universal and ubiquitous digital identification and 
authentication of citizens over the Net is in place, not only will everyone be able to sign 
initiative petitions there, but they will also be able (with suitable additional privacy 
safeguards) be able to vote online, conduct e-government transactions, and do e-
commerce at a high level. 

  

You can hear my January 22, 2001, presentation on the subject of Smart Initiatives to the 
Speaker's Commission on the California Initiative Process at: 

  

http://www.bookchat.org/SmartIni.html 

  

It is crucial that ALL people be able to participate in these processes, not just those with 
powerful computers at work or home, or both. This is where the idea of issuing everyone 
a digital certificate on a smart card comes in. 

  

While no one has suggested or is willing to spend the $600 or so it would take to provide 
those without computer access with a decent PC, it's not quite as wild, or as expensive, to 
suggest providing everyone with a smart card that costs $6.00 (in quantity) and a digital 

certificate that costs a dollar, especially when the smart card is the substrate of a driver's 
license or state identity card that most people have anyway. 

  

Once a person has this "computer-on-a-card" and the subsequent ability to 
unambiguously identify him- or herself on the Web, all the tools you are deploying in 
Atlanta to facilitate Net access become much more useful and powerful. Individuals can 



transact all manner of e-government business whenever they visit one of your centers and 
log on and log in. State and local governments can transact all manner of business with 
their citizens without the need to build new physical facilities. 

  

I am writing now to let you know what I am trying to do with Smart Initiatives, to 
compliment you on your own work, and to suggest that we discuss how we can synergize 
your approach and mine in order to speed the arrival of universally-available e-
government services while working to diminish and eventually dissolve the digital divide. 

  

I can be reached by e-mail at xd@smartinitiatives.org. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Marc Strassman 

Executive Director 

Smart Initiatives Project 

  

It would be great if we could foment a "PKI race" among the 50 states, where each one is 
trying harder than the next to envision and implement digital systems to facilitate 
democratic participation in decision-making and security and ease-of-use in accessing e-
government services through the creation of a universal and ubiquitous system of digital 
authentication. 

  

Wherever you physically live, please join the effort to convince your elected 
representatives that you need and very strongly want them to look out for your interests 
by pursuing such a course. 



Towards a New Kind of Political Machine: 

Smart Initiatives in the Latest Public Policy Institute of California’s 
“Californians and Their Government” Survey 

  

By Marc Strassman 

xd@smartinitiatives.org 

Executive Director 

Smart Initiatives Project 

http://www.smartinitiatives.org 

February 24, 2001 
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Just as I was thinking how useful it might be to find out what ordinary 
Californians think about Smart Initiatives, along comes a distinguished public policy 
think tank and asks them. 

  

Dr. Mark Baldassare is a senior fellow and program director at the Public Policy 
Institute of California, an extremely prestigious public policy think tank based in San 
Francisco.  It is the primary public policy legacy of the legendary and recently-deceased 
William R. Hewlett, co-founder of Hewlett-Packard. 

  

            Since 1998, under the leadership of Dr. Baldassare, the PPIC has been conducting 
a series of surveys focusing on the theme of “Californians and Their Government.”  You 
can access their latest such report, issued in January, 2001, at: 

  



http://www.ppic.org/publications/CalSurvey16/survey16.pdf 

  

The polling data about Smart Initiatives are on page 5, where Dr. Baldassare has 
been thoughtful enough to arrange them as a table showing the results of asking 2,011 
California adult residents by phone between January 2 and January 8, 2001 the following 
question: 

  

"Would you favor or oppose a new 

law allowing signature gathering 

for initiatives over the Internet?" 

  

Here are the responses: 

  

Party Registration 
  

                  All Adults      Democrat         Republican       Other Voters        Not                          Latino 

            Registered    
                                                                                                                                        to Vote 

  

Favor              33%                35%                    26%                    34%                        43%                        40% 

Oppose         61                   59                       69                       61                           48                           54 

Don’t know   6                      6                          5                          5                              9                              6 

  

  

            Before we look at these data in more detail, please take a look at this and another 
set as they are summarized on page vii of this report: 



  

Other Key Findings  

  

??Influence of Special Interests on Initiative Process (page 4) 

  

Nine in ten Californians believe that the initiative process in California is controlled “a lot” (52%) 

or “somewhat” (40%) by special interests. A smaller majority (60%) also believes that state 

government is controlled by a few big interests. 

  

  

??Online Signature Gathering (page 5) 

  

A majority of residents (61%) say they would oppose a new law allowing signature gathering for 

initiatives over the Internet. 

  

             

            It’s interesting, to say the least, that while almost EVERY person in California 
(92% is almost everyone) believes that the initiative process as it now exists is controlled 
to some extend by “special interests,” groups and individuals with enough cash to qualify 
an initiative under current law, not nearly as many believe that the way to resolve this 
issue is by implementing Smart Initiatives. 

  

            In fact, the only other signature-gathering reform asked about in the poll, banning 
the use of paid signature gatherers, was supported by 60% of respondents.  Of course, 
doing that, in the current climate of extreme political apathy and alienation, without also 
implementing Smart Initiatives, would likely mean that NO initiatives would be 
qualified, a very tolerable result both for sitting state legislators and the same special 
interests being scorned in the first question above, who will then have a “one-stop 
shopping” system when it comes to buying special treatment in Sacramento. 



  

            Now let's look more closely at the results of the poll question on Smart 
Initiatives.  At first, I was a bit disappointed to see that only one-third of all respondents 
favor implementing Smart Initiatives in California, while more than sixty percent oppose 
it.  Then I recalled my surprise at seeing this question included in the report at all, mainly 
because it was really the first time I’d seen the issue of Smart Initiatives being treated 
seriously by any respectable, Establishment-oriented, news gathering and dissemination 
outlet.  A tiny, tiny fraction of Bill Hewlett’s money was being spent to ask people if 
they’d like to sign initiative petitions securely over the Internet.  I felt a tiny, tiny bit of 
pride. 

  

            And, in fact, one out of three Californians questioned said they WOULD like to 
use the Internet to securely sign initiative petitions over the Internet.  What is most 
significant about this finding, in my opinion, is not the smallness of this figure, but its 
largeness.  The reason this is such an encouraging result is that one-third of the 
population has ALREADY decided that it wants to be able to sign initiative petitions 
online, even though it has been exposed to NO information about Smart Initiatives, no 
public debates about its value and efficiency, and has had no opportunity to ask the 
experts, weigh opposing views, consider the implications, do additional research, or talk 
it over with family, friends, co-workers and strangers. 

  

            There are at least two reasons for this.  First, the Smart Initiatives Project has no 
money for paid advertising and has done none, thereby depriving people of the 
opportunities they often have in the case of proposed initiatives that are highly-financed 
by the above-referenced special interests, who have millions of dollars to “educate” the 
public about proposals that will often save or make them tens or hundreds of millions of 
they are qualified and passed. 

  

            Second, the electronic signing of initiative petitions is not as interesting, to many, 
as the on- and off-screen exploits of high- income and/or indicted film stars, high- income 
and/or indicted athletes, and “musical performers” who claim to be play acting a 
homophobic- and misogynous persona and can bring entire television networks to their 
knees for a discussion of the “meaning” of their oh-so-“rebellious” and/or “transgressive” 
lyrics and “life-style.” 

  

            So, given the fact that almost NOBODY is California has any idea that there even 
IS a Smart Initiatives Project, that there are powerful reasons beyond making the 



initiative process fairer and more open to non-millionaire organizations and individuals 
that provide additional support for it, that there are refutations of the major criticisms of 
Smart Initiatives around (mostly developed by me and available in audio, but not MP3, 
at:  http://www.bookchat.org/SmartIni.html), it is most gratifying and most encouraging 
to know that a third of the people in California ALREADY support Smart Initiatives. 

  

            Imagine what that figure might be if anyone had actually HEARD of the Smart 
Initiatives Project and the case it’s making for reforming the initiative process through 
the use of the same technology that’s right now bringing you this message. 

  

            So, it’s up to you, if you want to have the right to use the machine you’re using to 
read this to participate actively in making the laws you have to live under, to tell friends, 
co-workers, strangers, and, if you really feel like it, family members, as well as 
newspaper, magazine, radio, television, and Internet reporters, through letters to the 
editor, op-ed pieces, e-mails, on the telephone, in chat rooms, by every means possible, 
that you are repulsed by government to the extent that it excludes you from its 
deliberations and decision-making processes and that you want to participate, securely, 
interactively, conveniently, and inexpensively in these activities. 

  

            And that, for now, the way you most want to do this is by being able to 
electronically sign initiative petitions over the Internet.   

  

            Make your voice heard, let the media gatekeepers know that you are willing to 
hear the arguments against Smart Initiatives, but that you’d also like to hear the 
arguments for it (actually, you can hear those already, at:  
http://www.bookchat.org/SmartIni.html, but not yet on CNN). 

  

            Here are some final notes about the statistics revealed in the PPIC survey.  You’ll 
notice that 33% of “All Adults” supports Smart Initiatives, while a slightly higher total, 
35%, of registered Democrats is in favor and a significantly lower percentage, 26%, of 
registered Republicans wants to allow anyone to use the Internet to sign initiative 
petitions. 

  



            Certainly, Democrats and Republicans must be equally aware of whatever 
security-related dangers lurk within Smart Initiatives.  Then how can we account for the 
fact that Republicans are so much more opposed (10 percentage points more than 
Democrats and 8 percentage points more than all non-Democrat/non-Republican voters) 
to letting ordinary people sign initiative petitions from their ordinary computers?  Other 
than technophobia, projected and imputed technophobia for others, support for the status 
quo, a desire to exclude emerging groups which include individuals who are “not our 
kind,” an interest in maintaining the special right to qualify initiatives for people and 
companies that have proven themselves worthy by earning or inheriting vast sums of 
money, and a generalized fear of the future, I can’t see any really convincing reasons why 
Republicans don’t support Smart Initiatives. 

  

            Indeed, given the considerable difference between Republican and Democrat 
views on Smart Initiatives, one might event think that a revitalized and progressive 
Democratic Party might want to use Smart Initiatives and the related issues of e-
government facilitated by the universal PKI necessary to implement Smart Initiatives as a 
“wedge” issue to gain and advantage over their major party opponent.  And, if after they 
had succeeded in doing that they actually carried out their stated pro-technology and pro-
democracy policies, then we might begin to see a bit more support for government, in the 
new form they will have brought forth. 

  

            This would be in stark contrast to the existing state of affairs, in which alienation, 
apathy, and withdrawal are the most common political attitudes in much of the 
population.  This general tendency makes even more significant one of the most striking 
revelations of this poll, the fact that 43% of the people who are not registered to vote 
support Smart Initiatives. 

  

            Only 70% of those eligible statewide to vo te are registered to do so, so the 
attitudes of the unregistered belong to a group almost half as large as all the registered 
Democrats, Republicans, Libertarians, Natural Law, Green, and so on, parties combined.  
It’s unlikely that they are unregistered without a reason.  It’s safe to say that the 
alienation, apathy, and withdrawal mentioned above plays at least some part in their 
existential decision NOT to sign up for participation in the electoral circus. 

  

            These reasons for their noninvolvement is are highlighted by the fact that, as a 
group, they are the highest in the percentage of their “group” who wants to use the 
security and convenience of the Internet to participate in making policy, or, at least, in the 
words of the question itself, favor “a new law allowing signature gathering for initiatives 



over the Internet.”  Some may argue that taking the word of these non-players on a 
subject so central to the playing of the democracy game is a little like letting the 
uninvolved and even non-observant observers at a football game help set the rules. 

  

            But democracy is not a sporting event, and the ideal of democracy is to involve all 
the members of a community in its operation.  When almost half of those who’ve chosen 
to sit out the game say they would like to see some of the rules changed, if we care about 
including everyone, we need to listen to what they say.   What they say, loud and clear, in 
this poll anyway, is that they’d like to see it made easier to get involved in a process with 
a meaningful connection to how they will be governed.   

  

            They feel excluded, and so they’ve further excluded themselves.  Allowing Smart 
Initiatives could be a powerful means of re- integrating them into political society.  Doing 
so would also, of course, provide an equally powerful means of increasing the 
participation of other individuals and groups whose current levels of involvement range 
from the minor to the almost, but not quite, nonexistent. 

  

            Finally, let’s take a look at the 40% support figure among “Latinos,” which are 
not more specifically categorized in this study, and certainly not according to voter 
registration or lack thereof. 

  

            The most frequent criticism of using the Internet for political purposes, after 
security, is the “digital divide.”  This argument claims that it would be wrong to move 
any political processes to the Internet because doing so would comparatively 
disenfranchise and be unfair to minority groups.   

  

Now, four out of ten Latinos say they would be willing to allow Smart Initiatives.  
It doesn’t sound like comparative disenfranchisement is much on their minds.  It does 
sound like an emerging political powerhouse wants to make sure its input makes it onto 
the table as soon and as easily as possible. 

  

In closing, I just want to re- iterate my point that having a third of the population 
(and more than forty percent of the politically self-exiled) support Smart Initiatives at a 
time when it has received virtually no coverage in any media in the state is a tribune to 



the power of the idea and to the desire of citizens to put Internet technology to work for 
them in a milieu they are not very comfortable in. 

  

Maybe like any worker in a difficult or dirty job, voters might be very glad to see 
the arrival of a machine that will let them keep their distance from the slime, but still let 
them participate in the vital work that needs to be done.  Smart Initiatives, a means of 
qualifying the people’s initiatives from the relative security of their offices, homes, and 
other personal venues, might be just the kind of political machine that modern-day 
Californians are looking for.  From the results of this poll, it certainly seems so. 
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The document in the attached PDF file is a facsimile copy of an article that 
appeared in the February 23, 2001, issue of the Silicon Valley/San Jose Business Journal, 
entitled, ‘Web government’?  Not yet - but he’s working on it.”  It’s (loosely) based on an 
hour’s worth of conversation between me and the reporter who wrote it, Robert Mullins. 

  

If you don't already have the free Adobe Acrobat Reader that you need to read 
this document, you can download it at: 

  

http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html 

  

            It’s generally fair and accurate and I want to express my appreciation to Mr. 
Mullins for tracking me down, listening to me for as long as he did, writing the article 
and following through to make sure it appeared in his publication, the leading business 
newspaper covering the heart of high- tech in Silicon Valley. 

  



            There are one or two factual slip-ups in the article, however, that I’d like to make 
sure are corrected before the wrong impressions are propagated any further than they may 
already have been.  To whit: 

  

            In paragraph 1, where it says that I am the “executive director of the California 
Smart Initiatives Initiative,” it should say that I hold that position with the “Smart 
Initiatives Project,” even though I’m the author and chief proponent of the Smart 
Initiatives Initiative. 

  

            In paragraph 2, reference is made to “digital signature cards that will enable them 
to vote and obtain government services online.”  First, there’s no such thing as “digital 
signature cards.”  What the Smart Initiatives Project is trying to do is provide everyone 
with a smart card containing a digital certificate, which combination COULD be used for 
Internet (or non-Internet) voting, if all the remaining technical, security, political and 
administrative barriers to this were removed.  These digital certificate-equipped smart 
cards COULD also be used by citizens to obtain government services and conduct secure 
transactions with the government, IF the political will to greatly expand e-government 
existed and steps were taken to pass the laws, reform the bureaucracies, and set up the 
procedures for such use. 

  

            The point in paragraph 9, that “uncertainty over Web security has kept his 
initiative from gaining support among state legislators,” is certainly true.  Other factors 
relayed to me recently by legislative staff as reasons why members of the California State 
Senate and Assembly would not “carry” (or introduce and shepherd through the 
legislative process) a bill to implement Smart Initiatives were: 

  

1.      A fear that there would be too many initiatives qualifying for the ballot (this 
from a famously- liberal state senator, one who was also worried about 
security). 

2.      One member, who is already “carrying” a bill to spend $300 million dollars to 
“modernize” elections in California, declined to carry a Smart Initiatives bill 
even though he thought it was a good idea “in the long term.”  He was, he 
said, “a little concerned about security through the Internet.”  He also found 
Smart Initiatives a little too “ambitious.” 

3.      My favorite excuse though, came from a member of the Assembly leadership 
who has been way out in front on the issue of Internet voting, which he is still 



pursuing legislatively this session.  He declined to carry a Smart Initiatives 
bill on the grounds that, since he’s already pushing for limited but real Internet 
voting and is also sponsoring another technology-related bill, he can’t also be 
associated with Smart Initiatives legislation, because it would “typecast” him 
(my term, not his) as “a high-tech guy.”  I leave it to each reader of this text to 
figure out why a prominent member and leader of the California Assembly, in 
2001, doesn’t want to be tarred with a “high-tech guy” brush. 

4.      Of course, the real reason legislators don’t like the initiative process, and why 
they especially don’t like Smart Initiatives, (although they are willing to say 
they oppose it because they’re afraid it will open the floodgates to “too many 
initiatives”), is because they are jealous of their prerogatives as the only 
people able to legislate, to the exclusion of the other 99.99 % of the 
population.   

  

      No one likes be disintermediated, not record companies, not travel agents, not 
legislators.  The battle for Smart Initiatives is the battle to decide if only those select few, 
“elected” on average by about 18-20 percent of the eligible voters, will, by themselves 
alone, be able to make the laws we all live under, collect the campaign contributions from 
folks looking for paybacks, and get all that adulation, or whether our elected 
representatives will be joined by a broader group, one empowered by the Internet and 
legally authorized and properly equipped to use it for our own self-governance, in the 
making of our laws and therefore the shaping of much of our lives. 

  

Let’s return to the article’s text, specifically paragraph 10.  The effect of the 
“federal legislation signed by President Clinton last year” to legitimize digital signatures 
was a positive one, but the E-Sign Bill referred to lacks sufficient impact without the 
universal distribution of the certificates that enable people to create digital signatures.  
Making any spoken language universally acceptable but then not teaching anyone how to 
speak it won’t do much good, and neither will legalizing digital signatures without giving 
everyone what they need to use them. 

  

            Finally, and worst, is the complete misunderstanding of the whole point of Smart 
Initiatives and e-government generally that emerges from the article’s final paragraph, 
which reads, in its entirely, as follows: 

  

Secure digital signatures technology is still being developed, Mr. Strassman says. 



  

          This isn’t what I said.  I said that digital signature technology has already been 
developed, is being increasingly used in the private sector, and now needs to be put to 
work in the public sector. 

  

I don’t know about you, but to me this misrepresentation of what I said means I’m 
indicating that the very method I’ve been arguing ought to be borrowed from existing 
applications in the private sector (where it’s used for financial transactions of all sizes, 
the digital signing of contracts, business-to-business e-commerce, and so on) and put to 
work to facilitate faster, cheaper, more secure and more convenient public sector 
processes (such as initiative petition signing, electronic benefit transfers, tax transactions, 
and so on) DOES NOT YET EXIST and so we need to sit around and wait until it does, 
since we can’t move ahead until this necessary development  takes place. 

  

            If I had actually said what the reporter has written here, I might as 
well have said that “automotive technology is still being developed,” or 
“aviation technology is still being developed,” while being confined in an 
SUV on a jammed highway while jets and propeller planes whoosh 
conspicuously overhead. 

  

            The whole point of my argument for Smart Initiatives and e-
government generally is that the private sector has already developed 
technologies that can make the government sector more cost-efficient, 
more secure, more accessible, and more flexible.  We need to put them to 
use in e-government, including the collection of signatures on initiative 
petitions over the Internet.  We need to do that now.  One way to speed up 
the adoption process is to educate people about these new technologies, 
how they work, the benefits they are bringing to business and the 
advantages that they can bring to the initiative process and e-government 
generally. 

  

            So even if something as completely wrong and inaccurate as this 
final alleged quote is published in Silicon Valley’s leading business 
newspaper in an article by a conscientious and hard-working reporter, 
there may still be a way to get the REAL message out and to use such 
errors as a means of calling attention to the important issues involved.  



  

            That way, of course, is the same Internet that has brought you this 
communication and which can also be used to bring us all the kind of 
digital infrastructure for self-governance that we all deserve and which is 
already seriously overdue. 



 



A year after this hearing, and four months after the Commission’s chief of staff promised 
me their report would be issued, when all my interest and all the interest of anyone else 
who cared about these things had been thoroughly extinguished, the Speaker’s 
Commission on the California Initiative Process finally issued its report.  You can read 
the whole sorry non-downloadable mess at: 

  

http://www.cainitiative.org/pdf/initiativereportfinal07feb2002.pdf 

  

Not surprisingly, everything I said to the Commission was completely and utterly 
ignored.  Included below are all of the places my efforts were mentioned in the 37-page 
report.  My contributions to this final work product of the Commission take up less space 
than the multiply-repeated names of Speaker Robert M. Hertzberg and Commission Chair 
David Abel on the two multi-colored cover pages. 
  
Anyone who’s heard a word about reforming the California Initiative process since the 
Commission’s report was issued nearly a year ago has been listening a lot more closely 
than I’ve been able to.  In terms of its own goal, to stifle reform, it has been a complete 
success.  In the context of the original Progressive intention to empower Californians 
through the initiative process, it’s been a pathetic and utter failure. 
  

Smart Initiatives in the Speaker’s Commission 
on the California Initiative Process Final Report 

(January, 2002) 
  

APPENDIX A:  COMMISSION MEETINGS 

  

January 22 , 2001 

State Capitol, Sacramento 

  

Guest Speakers: 

Walter Baer, Rand Corporation 

Marc Strassman, Online initiative proponent 

David Jefferson, Compaq Computer Systems 



Mina Yaroslavsky, Research Associate, Public Policy Institute of California 

  

The very last entry on the last page of the report’s main text (page 23) reads, in pertinent 
part: 

  

PROPOSALS CONSIDERED BUT NOT ADOPTED 

ALTERNATIVE PETITION GATHERING METHODS 

* Authorize the collection of petition signature through the Internet 

  

APPENDIX B:  RESOURCE MATERIAL 

The Smart Initiatives Papers.  Marc Strassman, Executive Director, Smart Initiatives 
Project 

 


